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Press Release Summary: Milan Matchev, the CEO of 
ArrangeYourVacation.com is holding a contest on their website 
with a prize of US$500 cash through PayPal. This is a grand 
first giveaway at ArrangeYourVacation.com. 

Press Release Body: http://ArrangeYourVacation.com – A contest with 
a difference! 

How does winning $500 in a contest sound to 
you? ArrangeYourVacation, a leading vacation rental portal has 
announced an exciting contest with simple rules to follow that could 
fetch you an easy $500. In the two weeks since the contest's 
announcement countless numbers of enthusiastic people have 
participated, with more and more joining each day. 

ArrangeYourVacation.com has been offering information on vacation 
rentals for years and is an upcoming vacation rental website. The 
popularity of this site on the Internet has been growing enormously 
over the last 6 months; a place in Google's Top 10 Search Engine 
rankings for certain searches is perfect testimony to this fact. 

So, how exactly do you win that $500? 



Follow the contest link 
(http://arrangeyourvacation.com/JoinCompetition.aspx) and you'll find 
clear and well explained rules to the contest. But don't sweat, 
participating in this contest is a snap. Just write a post about 
ArrangeYourVacation.com on your blog; register your review with the 
site and join the numerous other participants who have joined the 
contest. Don't feel pressured to actually promote 
ArrangeYourVacation.com, your blog post can just be an informative 
article about the travel site itself. 

The contest will run until 28th February, 2009. The winner will be 
chosen by a lucky draw and declared on the 15th March, 2009. It is 
important that all participants have a PayPal email address so they can 
receive the money should they win the contest. Be sure to review the 
official rules before entering. 

There couldn't be an easier way to win $500 – just join the contest 
and write a blog post for a leading travel site – it really is that simple! 

Here's the link to the original Arrange Your Vacation Contest blog 
post:http://arrangeyourvacation.com/travel-
blog/index.php/archives/180-500-cash-vacation-rentals-giveaway 

Web Site: http://arrangeyourvacation.com 
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